Case study: Ni90Cr10 K-typ thermocouple

The new UNIFIT 2006 version combines extended data processing procedures with extensive design tools and a high resolution graphic export in the following steps:

1. Measured spectra: survey, Ni 3p, Ni 2p, Cr 2p
2. Element identification
3. Peak fit of Ni 3p and Cr 2p: convolution
4. Fit parameters and fit parameter errors of Cr 2p
5. Quantitative analysis using σ (Scofield), λ (NIST) and a predetermined transmission function
6. Design of the axes and lines, spectrum title and annotation, length and form of the ticks
7. Design of the curves and the scaling of the y-axis
8. High resolution export of the designed graphic and including in the Word-document with a resolution of 600 dpi.

Further examples for presentations created using UNIFIT 2006 and inserted in this Power Point poster:
- S 2p peak fit (left)
- Wagner plot (centre)
- 3D plot of angle resolved Si 2p spectra (right)